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Recently, using Bell states and local operations, Zhang et al. [1] proposed an interesting scheme of multiparty quantum secret sharing of classical messages (QSSCM). However, it is a slight pity that this scheme has a drawback of security, which has been pointed out by Lin et al. [2] . Lin et al. showed that Charlie may solely eavesdrop half of the secret messages without introducing any error. Several months later, Wang et al. [3] proposed another attack on Zhang et al. QSSCM scheme [1] (By the way, there are four same authors in Ref. [2] and Ref. [3] ). In their attack, it was shown that the first agent and the last agent may collaborate to eavesdrop all the secret messages without the helps of other agents. Since the quantity of eavesdropped messages is twice as much as that in Lin et 
to Alice and retain photon h ′ . After Alice received photon t ′ , in terms of the mode chosen by Alice, Charlie This is because, in Zhang et al. QSSCM scheme [1] , the probability that all the agents except for Bob select to perform the H operation is 50%, which leads to the probability that the H operation is published should be also 50% (By the way, the probability that the agents select each operation is known by all the participants in Zhang et al. QSSCM scheme, and the value of the probability should be fixed and agreed in advance). In order to let H operations appear in his publishing operations, Charlie must have the legal mode. So it may be confirmed that Lin et al. set up the legal mode is reasonable. Since the legal mode exists, obviously, Charlie cannot do replacing actions for all photons t, but choose that one half are replaced with and the other half aren't. For instance, there are 100 photons t in one turn, he randomly replaces 50 photons t with 50 fake photons t ′ , and the other 50 ones can't be replaced with. Relying on the replaced ones, Charlie can eavesdrop half of Alice's secret messages. It is evident that the legal mode is not set up in Wang et al. attack [3] . From beginning to end, Bob and Zach are always doing the replacing action. That is, all photons t are replaced with by them during the secret sharing. When the control mode is switched into, Bob performs a G state measurement and teleports the state of photons ht to photons 34, and secretly tells Zach a fake operation according to the evolved equation of the "ht1234" system. Note that, since the fake operation belongs to one of the four unitary operations: I, σ x , σ y , σ z , the operation that Zach can announce to Alice must be also limited in the four ones. However, a explanation has been given in the above content, that is, the H operation should appear with the probability 50% 
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